Summary. In this article, we prove a series of differentiation identities [3] involving the secant and cosecant functions and specific combinations of special functions including trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic functions.
(the function cos)((the function cot)(x)
for every x such that x ∈ Z holds ((the function sin) ·(the function sin)) Z (x) = (the function cos)((the function sin)(x)) · (the function cos)(x).
(8)(i) (The function sin) ·(the function cos) is differentiable on Z, and (ii) for every x such that x ∈ Z holds ((the function sin) ·(the function cos)) Z (x) = −(the function cos)((the function cos)(x)) · (the function sin) (x).
(9)(i) (The function cos) ·(the function sin) is differentiable on Z, and (ii) for every x such that x ∈ Z holds ((the function cos) ·(the function sin)) Z (x) = −(the function sin)((the function sin)(x)) · (the function cos) (x).
(10)(i) (The function cos) ·(the function cos) is differentiable on Z, and (ii) for every x such that x ∈ Z holds ((the function cos) ·(the function cos)) Z (x) = (the function sin)((the function cos)(x)) · (the function sin)(x). for every x such that x ∈ Z holds ((the function sin) ((the function tan)+(the function cot))) Z (x) = (the function cos)(x) · ((the function tan)(x) + (the function cot)(x)) + (the function sin)(x) · ( 
